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FAJR DUAS PDF file - All Fajr duas on this page: Offering Two Rakat Nafilah before Fajr salaat is
recommended.: Holy Prophet (Saws) DUA AFTER the 'Nafilah' of Fajr In a narration from Jafar ibn
Muhammad: When the Noble Prophet (saws) had prayed two rakahs before the morning prayer, he laid down
on his right side and placed his right hand under his right cheek, then said:
Taqibaat Fajr - Duas.org - Dua - Supplications
During the extended period of Humayun's exile, Akbar was brought up in Kabul by the extended family of his
paternal uncles, Kamran Mirza and Askari Mirza, and his aunts, in particular Kamran Mirza's wife.He spent
his youth learning to hunt, run, and fight, making him a daring, powerful and brave warrior, but he never
learned to read or write.
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